Name_____________________ Period_____
Chapter 1 Theorist Matching Activity
A. Behaviorist
B. Maturationist
C. Constructivist
_____1.
_____2.
_____3.
_____4.
_____5.
_____6.
_____7.
_____8.
_____9.
_____10.
_____11.
_____12.
_____13.
_____14.
_____15.

Emily’s father argues she must be given immediate consequences
for hitting.
Jeremy’s dad argues you have to wait until children get old enough
to teach them how people feel.
Everyone makes fun of John’s backpack, so eventually he leaves it
home.
Teacher ignores Stacey’s temper tantrum, but gives her a smile
when she stops her tantrum.
John puts his toys away and teacher says, “Great job.”
You must wait until a child can understand a concept before
presenting it to him/her.
Jane figures out some animals are dogs and some are cats.
In order to apply to our school you must first pass this
developmental test.
Jane gets what she wants by spitting.
John behaves positively to avoid sitting by the teacher.
Jane fits all furry animals into the category of cats.
A child throws a ball for reinforcements or prizes.
A child throws a ball to practice aim and angle.
A child throws a ball according to his/her age.
The child gains knowledge through interacting with the
environment.

Chapter 1 Theorist Matching Activity Answers
A. Behaviorist
B Maturationist
C. Constructivist
A____1.
B____2.
A____3.
A____4.
A____5.
B____6.
C____7.
B____8.
A____9.
A____10.
C____11.
A____12.
C____13.
B____14.
C____15.

Emily’s father argues she must be given immediate consequences
for hitting.
Jeremy’s dad argues you have to wait until children get old enough
to teach them how people fee.
Everyone makes fun of John’s backpack, so eventually he leaves it
home.
Teacher ignores Stacey’s temper tantrum, but gives her a smile
when she stops her tantrum.
John puts his toys away and teacher says, “Great job.”
You must wait until a child can understand this concept before
presenting it to him.
Jane figures out some animals are dogs and some are cats.
In order to apply to our school you must first pass this
developmental test.
Jane gets what she wants by spitting.
John behaves positively to avoid sitting by the teacher.
Jane fits all furry animals into the category of cat.
A child throws a ball with reinforcements or prizes.
A child throws a ball with practice in aim and angle.
A child throws a ball according to their age.
The child gains knowledge through interacting with the
environment.

